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ABSTRACT
Motivation:

Time, a priceless thing in this world. Everyone is trying to save their time as
much as possible. By the development of technology, nowadays, we can use a lot
of electronic devices to help us handle with our daily life, such as e-banking, elibrary even with e-living. Clothing, one of the most important daily thing,
especially for some girls. Sometime they will spend a whole day to buy their
dress, or cloth. If we go to some famous boutiques in Macau, all the dressing
rooms of the boutiques are always full, we need to wait a lot of time to queue up
for try our clothes, and this is a big problem and waste a lot of time, also when we
found some other clothes that we want, we need to queue up again. Furthermore,
additional time is lost when taking clothes on and off. Reducing these time and
helping people to put on a large collection of clothes is a relevant motivation for
this project.

Background:

A virtual dressing room/machine is not very large, we can save a lot of spaces
for the boutique. So a virtual dressing room/machine is a new kind of method to
solve the time problem. We just need to stand in front of the machine and then the
machine will virtualize the clothes that you want on your body, and follow your
movement, the clothes will also follow the move angles and adjust the view, by
using this technology we can solve a lot of problem listed, the most important
thing is we can save a lot of time. Goal: For the goal of our project, we need to try
and build up a virtual dressing room by ourselves, we want to save the time of the
user. So our project is a membership system. For every users, they need to create
an account of our system. After that the user can use our system, user just need to
login and select the clothes that they want, then step in front of our devices, the
cloth and the model will show on the screen and user can try their clothes.

Major function:

For our project, we want to build a virtual dressing room that mean we will
generate the selected clothes for the user, and put it on with the user 3d body
model. The major function is user just need to stand in front of the machine, and
select some clothes that he/she wants. Then our machine will generate a very real
3d model of the user with the selected cloth and the cloth also have realistic
physical performance. Major work distribution: In the project, we are in a group
of three, so we need to distribute the work to all member, for: Choi Sio Keong
(Nelson) DB228278: cloth design/draw, model building. Wong Chon Teng
(Dennis) DB228163: Capture of head and hair style of the user, skeleton and
model connection. Mok Ka Wai (Sam) DB227850: Cloth simulation, Kinect and
model connection. In this report, we record down how a virtual dressing room be
done by using Kinect (a motion sensing input devices develop by Microsoft) and
the result is quite nice and acceptable.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

As the development of technology, we can use a lot of devices to save our
time, we can use our phone to do fund transfer, buy movie ticket and shopping at
some online stores, etc., it help us save a lot of time and we can have more time
on other things.
Clothing is one of the most basic need in our daily life, we need to dress every
day before we go out to work or school. Every one need to buy new clothes after a
period of time, especially for girls, they spend a lot of time on shopping clothes.
During the peak time of some famous boutiques, the waiting time of waiting a
dressing room is very long. Especially the public holiday, because so many
tourists come to Macau for shopping, many boutiques are always very full. To
solve this problem, in some foreign countries, they start to build virtual dressing
system, not only physical machine, they also build some online virtual dressing
system, and such as Tri-mirror is one of the famous virtual dressing system.

By collect the basic physical body data of the customer, then capture the face
and hair style. So many foreign boutiques use these approaches to build a virtual
dressing machine. But in some countries that near Macau, even in Macau. I have
never seen something like virtual dressing room before. So it interest me to do this
project and try to build a dressing machine like those foreign countries.
In this project, the idea is using Kinect to record the live movement of the user
and create a very real model of the user, also the clothes, we total have 3 members
in one group, and we use ourselves as the user and build 3 men body models with
certain amount of clothes, also we build a female model and design some dresses
for the girl user. To see a better result of the model, we add some physical
movement of the cloth to increase the realism of the cloth
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CHAPTER 2. Literature Survey/Related Work

At the beginning of this project, indeed we have no idea about how to implement,
or start this project, by doing some research of related topic, we started to get on track.
First of all, we didn’t work with Kinect before, we need to have some basic
knowledge on Kinect. John MacCormick [5] paper ‘How does the Kinect work’ help
us a lot. At first Kinect was design for Xbox360 for controller usage. By the
development it can also use on computer, Kinect provide three type of stream (Depth,
skeleton and colour stream).
After having the basic knowledge of Kinect, we starting to search for some related
project. PhilippPreslethesis [6] ‘A virtual dressing room based on depth data’ give us
a lot of ideas. In this thesis Philipp is also try to build a dressing room by the depth
data. So when we finally figure out what we need to do, we started to study some
related work.

2.1 Avatar creation and cloth matching
There are two main way to create the cloth for 3D model.
By Autodesk 3Ds MAX tutorials [1], using the Garment Maker to create the paper
patterns in panels and join the patterns by seams, then simulate and fit it to the body.
1. Draw the paper patterns for the clothes by some simple straight line segments.

Figure 2-1 Pattern for the front of the cloth(Capture from [1])

2. Draw down the pattern of the cloth following the human model shape by line.

Figure 2-2 Draw the pattern for the front of the cloth on body(Capture from [1])
12 of 66
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3. Copy the front pattern of the cloth and modify the vertex and size.

Figure 2-3Copy the pattern (Capture from [1])

4. And the next step is using the garment maker modifier to prepare the cloth.
There are two main function:
 Subdivides the panels into a mesh that the Cloth modifier can use
 Specifies how the panels are stitched together

Figure 2-4Subdivides the panels into a mesh (Capture from [1])

5. After subdividing the panels into a edged mesh, we should set it to fix the body
size (rotate the angle of panel and move the position from different viewpoints)

Figure 2-5Try to fix the pattern to the body(Capture from [1])
13 of 66
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6. Next step is create Seam, it is used to connect two edges by a set of lines. It is
important that which part should connect to which part.

Figure 2-6 Creating Seams (Capture from [1])

7. Finish the connection part by part, you can do the matching that animates over
time. When the cloth is fitted to the body of human model, stop the matching and
modify the cloth (set the colour and texture). Finally, a costume cloth is finished.

Figure 2-7 doing the cloth matching (Capture from [1])

The second method is using a 3D virtual clothing design software – Marvelous
Designer.
This method of create a costume cloth that is similar to 3Ds MAX. But Marvelous
Designer allows you create more beautiful 3D virtual cloth. It is need to draw the
paper pattern of cloth and join them with seams. And then simulate it and it will
match the body of Avatar automatically.
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Figure 2-8 the pattern of the cloth (Capture from [4])

Figure 2-9 After the simulation (Capture from [4])

2.2 Create a Biped Skeleton
1. Creating a Biped by using 3Ds Max, and define the height of the biped
interactively as you move the cursor. It will has a default settings that is the basic
structure of biped.

Figure 2-10 The sample of biped(Capture from [12])
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2. Changing the biped parameters to suit your avatar and to scale the biped. That can
increase or decrease the number of bone links to match your 3D model mesh that
including the spine, fingers, toes, arms, etc. to represent it.4

Figure 2-11The interface of biped parameters (Capture from [14])

Figure 2-12 Increasing the number of figure links (Capture from [14])

3. Position the biped inside the character mesh with particular pose and check the
alignment in all viewports to make sure that the skeleton is positioned correctly in
the mesh. Biped Skeleton is done.

Figure 2-13 Different viewpoints of the biped skeleton (Capture from [2])
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2.3 Link object to Dummy node

By the tutorial of 3DS MAX of dummy [13], the main difference between Dummy
and Biped is how to build the bones. By using Biped, it will provide a format of
skeleton and you can edit the biped parameters. In other hand, by using Dummy, you
can build the bones freely without limit. And using dummy object to bind the skin of
model and control the motion of model. It is a good way to break some complex
motion of animations. Such as the path of up and down bounce of a ball and dummy
can solves it and breaks the motion into simple components.

Figure 2-14 the path of bounce of a ball (Capture from [13])

Similarly Dummy can used to be the bonds of the human model and control the
motion of model. First build the number of the dummy objects as you want in the
model, match related dummy as the position of model part by part and bind skin just
like Biped Skeleton.

Figure 2-15 set root dummy to the positions of human (Capture from [3])

Figure 2-16 Root dummy of human (Capture from [3])
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2.4 Kinect connect with computer
By the guide line [7] of Microsoft of ‘Setting up a Kinect Sensor’, first of all place the
Kinect on a stable surface and then download Kinect for Windows SDK and then plug
in the Kinect sensor. After connect the Kinect sensor we can get three type of stream
(Colour, depth and skeleton stream) shown in Figure 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2-17 Three type of stream of kinect sensor(Capture from [5])

Figure 2-18 Different sensors on kinect(Capture from Kinect for Windows SDK Quickstarts)

2.5 Avatar, Cloth and Bone connection
To increase the realism of the overall result we need to build the connection between
these three factors.
By using Autodesk Maya and its Autodesk Maya document [17] show that, depending
on the type of character we want to create, we need to place the joints where they
approximate real joint positions. For the example of below figure 2.19, creating a
skeleton for a human avatar, so it would place joints at all the major points of
articulation in its model such as shoulders, knees, elbows, spines and so on. When
constructing a skeleton, we can use multiple camera views to ensure that the skeleton
fits its object appropriately in all three dimensions.
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Figure 2-19 All the views of the skeleton and character(Capture from [17])

By the Autodesk Maya documents [17] about smooth binding, Maya provides
smooth deformation effects by allowing several nearby joints to have varying
influences on the same skin points. With default smooth skinning, the amount of
influence varies with distance, but you can also define influences using other binding
methods.
Once you have basic skin point weighting set up, you can refine and edit by painting
weights on a joint-by-joint basis.

Figure 2-20 The motion of a character after smooth binding (Capture from [17])

We find that one of the binding methods in the Autodesk Maya documents [17] about
interactive binding. Interactive binding is a smooth skinning method that provides a
mechanism for quickly setting initial skin weights. These manipulators are shaped like
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capsules and we can adjusting their shape, length, and position in the viewport. So
that we define the area of the mesh affected by each influence.
After completed the rough adjustment of the manipulators to establish the initial
weights, and then we can going to paint weights or refine the deformation effects for
the skin.

Figure 2-21 The influence range of the manipulator by using interactive binding (Capture from
[17])

After smooth skinning, some certain areas might deform more than we would like. In
the example of the below figure2.22, deformations around a shoulder may be too
extreme when you rotate the shoulder joint. So that an important use of influence
objects is to prevent unwanted deformations from occurring.

Figure 2-22 An example of extreme deformation effect (Capture from [17])

By Autodesk Maya documents [17] about smooth skin influence objects, it shows that
we can prevent such unwanted effects by adding an influence object whose influence
counteracts the influence of other deformations. For the example of below figure 2.23,
we can add an influence object near the shoulder area that counteracts any extreme
effects resulting from smooth skinning. Also, we might edit the sphere’s shape for
more precise control over the final deformation around the shoulder.
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Figure 2-23 Added influence object to fix the deformation effect (Capture from [17])

By the cloth connection, it is similar as the binding method of avatar, we supposed to
position the mesh object cloth as close to the avatar skeleton as possible.

Figure 2-24 Some cloth examples after binding with skeleton (Capture from [18])

2.6 Face and hair style capture
To increase the realism and the real feeling of the user, we will change the origin
model with our captured user head.
For build the real captured head, we supposed to use photos to be a 3D model object.
We found some of methods to build up a 3D model object from photos.
First, we are going to use Autodesk 123d catch to build a realistic head model.
Autodesk 123d catch [19] is a program which creates 3D models from series of
photographs taken at various angles using photogrammetry. These programs use
photogrammetry technology to create a 3D model out of multiple pictures taken by
the user. Catch can be used to create 3D models of people, places, and things.
Before create a 3D model in Autodesk 123d Catch, the user should find a place or
environment that can be easily photographed from many angles in good light. It
recommends taking between 30 and 40 pictures to create a good rounded model.
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Figure 2-25 The environment of taking photos for a object (Capture from [20])

Once all of the images are saved and they are uploaded to Autodesk servers, so they
can be stitched together and a 3D model can be made. This process can take several
minutes. Finally, after the model is created and it can be downloaded to the user's
device for viewing and editing.

Figure 2-26 Converting series of photos to be a 3D model (Capture from [20])

For capturing the real face and head models, it is harder than capturing a normal
object. Because people is not same as an object which cannot move. People might
move a little bit or unstable during the period of taking photos for capture. And that is
the hardest problem on this process because unstable photos will influence the quality
of the model.
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Figure 2-27 The produced object after taking photos and process (Capture from [21])

For solving the unstable problem, some tips we searched on the internet. In the
website [21], he recommends the captured people should sit on a chair. Start by
shooting photos from one side of the person and work to clockwise or anticlockwise
direction. The direction need to be on the same way until where you started. And you
should only do one loop around the person avoiding to reshoot any part of the face.

Figure 2-28 The environment of capturing head and the created object (Capture from [22])

Figure 2-29The environment of capturing head and the created object (Capture from [22])

Actually, shoot as many photos as you can. More photos can have a higher detail
model but it is easier to get problem on the created model. It might be some weird
structure or some irregular texture problem. So it should be quickly but carefully is
more important. Probably, taking between 30 and 40 pictures is enough to create a
good rounded model.
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As using Autodesk 123d catch, there have some inconvenient problems for the user
which are the time of taking photos and its lot of photos. So we supposed to find
others tools to use as few photos as we can convert it to a 3D model. Thus, we found a
software called LooxisFaceworx.

LooxisFaceworx [23] is an application that obtaining a 3D figure of a face from two
photographs taken from two different angles of a person. The main problem lies in the
position that both images need to be taken. It only need one front image and one side
image. The next step is to place the picture on the key points of the virtual face such
as eyes, mouth, nose, forehead, cheeks, and so on. After match the key points, the real
face object is appeared.

Figure 2-30 Looxis Faceorx interface and functions (Capture from [23])

It is a free 3D model program that can construct a textured 3D model of a person’s
head out of two 2D photos. With this program you can create a 3D head and then
export it as an .OBJ file for use in other 3D model software such as 3ds max or
Blender.

Figure 2-31 The detailed strutures (Capture from [24])
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Figure 2-32 The ouput result (Capture from [24])

Once you have the two images, you will have to operate some line or point structures
manually in order to best fit it around the face in the photographs. There are different
levels of detail that the program can give you more points or less points to operate the
face details.
After created a real face and head, there might have some problems or a little missing
part on the created models. To solve this problem, we have to use some tools to edit
the captured model object. As Autodesk Meshmixer is a friendship program with the
Autodesk 123d catch, it should be suitable to use this editing software after using
Autodesk 123s catch for capturing the head. Autodesk Meshmixer [19] is a prototype
design tool based on high-resolution dynamic triangle meshes. Also, it is a tool with
several functions for manipulating 3D meshes.

Figure 2-33 Scuplting a mesh on different resolution (Capture from [25])

In the example of the below figure 2.34, it shows that one of the edit tools called
smooth tool. We can use this tool to smooth out the details on the selected area of
the mesh. So that the main use of Autodesk Meshmixer is for tidying up a 3D model,
for example to remove areas that are not wanted or fill holes. It still can sculpt the
shape or to correct its mistake part.
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Figure 2-34 Selecting an area and smooth the mesh (Capture from [26])

Also, Autodesk Meshmixer is a design tool that allows for a lot of customization and
modification. So that it can import different objects and combine them together.

Figure 2-35 Importing the head mesh(Capture from [27])

Figure 2-36 Combining head to the body(Capture from [27])

2.7 Connect avatar with Kinect
So after the creation of the model we need to show it out and connect it with the
Kinect stream. Kinect provide skeleton tracking of the user, by the guideline of
Microsoft [8], the skeleton in a frame can have two state 1. Tracked, 2. Position only.
And the skeleton tracking the human body like Figure 2.3
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Figure 2-37Twenty joints of the user's body (Capture from [8])

In Kinect developer Toolkit(A standard platform for developing Kinect software),It
provide a avateering program written by c# and show how to connect with the avatar
shown in Figure 2.5.And this starting to build some idea for us to go further and
develop more.

Figure 2-38 the dude in his bind-pose in (left) Autodesk Maya, and (right) XNA (Capture from [9]).

The Kinect developer Toolkit program it only provide one model with no background
and the cloth of the model is not very realism. But the program already provide us a
picture what we need to do next and try something new.

2.8 Cloth simulation
This is the most important part of our project, to increase the realism and the real
feeling of the user when they are using our machine, cloth realism and their physical
movement are very important. In different software engine, they have different cloth
simulation engine and process, for example: unity (A game develop platform in
widely use), its cloth simulation have a lot of issue that can let designer manage like
Figure 2.39 and 2.40.
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Figure 2-39 the basic setting of the cloth element in Unity (Capture from [10])

Figure 2-40 The Cloth Constraints Tool to perform physical movement of the cloth (Capture from
[10])

In 3ds max, a profession model building platform by Autodesk, its cloth simulation is
more complex but very effective shown in Figure 2.8 and 2.9.

Figure 2-41 the cloth properties of 3ds max (Capture from [11])
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Figure 2-42 different setting of the cloth properties (Capture from [11]).

After all research of those related work and survey, we found out that there are many
similar project and research in many country, some is talking about the realism of the
cloth. Some are focusing on the movement of the avatar, so after all we started to
implement by ourselves and also asked some advice from our supervisor. In this
report we will show how we implement the virtual dressing room and we will use
ourselves to be the example in the report.
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CHAPTER 3.

Overall System Design

3.1 Abstract system workflow:

In this project, we need to use the Kinect sensor to get the user’s motion and a lot of
model implementation, so in this chapter we are going to tell you what we need to do
in the overall views.

Input
User’s motion

Kinect sensor

Convert Motion
Combine
3D Model

Scene
Figure 3-1 Abstract system workflow diagram
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The abstract system workflow of our Membership Virtual Dressing Room as shown
as the Fig. First, set up the Kinect with enough spacing and the Kinect sensor will get
the motion of user, it will detect the motion of the users and converts it to some
motion data. Because models and clothes have already bind with the approximate
skeleton with the physical movement of clothes, so the 3D model and clothes will
follow the motion data to perform much kind of movement and after some basic
setting of the scene, it can perform a good experience and feeling to the user.

3.2 Overall system workflow:

So after the abstract workflow of our system, we introduce the overall workflow, first
of all, because this is an interactive system. We need user to interactive and give some
input to our system, so we will break down our overall workflow into two parts: 1)
how the user can interactive with our system. 2) What we need to do behind when a
new user appear.
3.2.1 User routine of using the system

User
Login

Create account
Select gender
and cloth
Try the selected
cloth
Figure 3-2 the routine of the user

In figure 3.2, it show the easy routine for the user when they want to use our dressing
room. By login after create an account. The user will select clothes that they want, and
we will display it. After that we will show you want we need to do behind in overall
view point.
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3.2.2Our overall workflow when a new user appear

Create user
information
database

New User

3.3.1

Create an account

Nelson

Measure the body
size of the user

3.3.2

Create model

Create cloth
database

3.3.3

3.3.4

Sam

Capture user
head and
create the 3d
head
Dennis

Drawing
Cloth
Change the head of
the model

Bind the skeleton of
the model and cloth

Perform cloth
simulation

Create
Background/in
terface
Connect the
model with
Kinect and
read the
gesture to
perform task.

Output scene

Sam

Preform
automatically
Figure 3-3 the workflow when a new user arrive
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Note: Dotted line for future implementation

In Figure 3.3, what we need to do when a new user arrive, first the user need to create
a new account of our system, and then we will have a body measurement of the user
to help us to create a similar human body model, after that we will draw the clothes
and fit with the body of the user, and then we will have a head and hair style capture
of the user to perform a realism 3d model head. Then we will change the head of the
model, to perform a very realism user model with clothes.
After that we perform the cloth simulation with some much steps and finally connect
with Kinect and using Kinect to get the gesture of the user and display on the scene.
To be aware that, because of the time and resources, some ideas and thinking we
didn’t have time to implement, for future implement and work we will work on those
jobs mark as dotted line in figure 3.3 such as build database, and using program to
reduce the workload of cloth simulation.

3.3 Detail system workflow:

So after the overall views of our system we are going to explain what we need to do it
each section corresponding to the overall workflow, because we are working in a
group so we will only explain our own parts:
3.3.1 Account manage workflow:

In our membership system, we need to save the information of the user, but we didn’t
have enough time and resources to build a full and active database system, the method
we use to save it is put the user data and information. We know that this is not safe to
save the information like this. If we have more time and resources for future
implementation, we will build a full database system. So let introduce the account
management workflow:
Already have account?

Yes

User

Login

No
Create account

Next section
Figure 3-4 the workflow of the account management.

We can see that this is a very simple login system, we use C# to implement the login
system, and we will have more discussion of the implementation of all function and
work. So let see the next part, the creation of the cloth and model.
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3.3.2 Connect model with Kinect motion data workflow:

This is a very important part of our system, if the model can’t move, everything else
are useless, and so how to connect Kinect motion data with the model is very
important. Unfortunately because of the Kinect was too old, it only support windows7
and 8. Luckily we still have two laptop is not win10. So here is the workflow of how
to connect the model with Kinect motion data.
Download Kinect window
SDK and developer toolkit.

Open unity

Download Kinect unity SDK

Plugin the code to appropriate
location.

Plugin the SDK code into
appropriate location.

Import the model and assign
the detect spot of Kinect to the
model joint.
Figure 3-5 the workflow of connection between model and Kinect motion data

In figure 3.5 we can see we need to download some SDK and plugin to connect
Kinect and our laptop, more the model. After connect the model with Kinect, also in
order to make some function in our dressing room, we need to implement some codes
and we will discuss it in chapter 4 and 5, so the next step is highlight of our project,
cloth simulation.
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3.3.3 Cloth simulation workflow:

To increase the realism of our dressing room, the physical movement of the clothes is
one of the most important part, to do this we need a good platform that provide cloth
simulation and certain setting of cloth. In our project, we select unity as our platform
to display the finally output and scene. In chapter 4 and 5, we will have a very detail
discussing of implementation and the result. So first we introduce the cloth simulation
workflow.
User model

Import into unity

Add cloth parameter
and set some value.

Add
collider
on
appropriate joint (such
as shoulder, arm and
leg)

Display the cloth
result and check the
effect.

Next step
Figure 3-6 the workflow of cloth simulation

In figure 3.6, we can see the workflow of cloth simulation, first we need to import the
model into unity, and then apply a lot of parameter and collider, and then using Kinect
with the connected model to see the simulation is good or not if not add/change some
parameters/colliders and try again and again.
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3.3.4 Background and interface workflow:

So after those important part, background and interface need to be set up and arrange.
In our system, we have number of interface pages to interact with the user, so the type
of interface consists:
Interface

Login

Create account

Select gender

Select cloth

Figure 3-7 the interface page of our system.

So the last thing is the background of our dressing room when the user is trying their
cloth, because the arrangement of the background is very straight forward, so here we
won’t explain it by a flowchart or something. To the end of chapter 3, the next chapter
is about our implementation, because we are working in a group, so from chapter 4
we will be different with each other and we will only write the part which belong to
our job(To refer the division of work, please check Figure 3.2).
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CHAPTER 4. Implementation Narrative and
Description

Cloth is one of the most important element in our project, we need to have a very high
quality clothes and it need to fit to the body of the user, so we need to measure the
body size of the user, and use these data to create a human body model which similar
to the user body, and we use this body to create clothes, in order to create the clothes
that fit to the user. Here is our routine of creation of the clothes.
Set size index
of clothes

Measure user’s body

Draw clothes pattern

Create human
3D model

Combine model and
cloth pattern

Simulate the clothes

Export the Obj.

Figure 4-1 the routine of creation of clothes.

We are lack of experiences and knowledges with making 3D model and creating
clothes so we do a lot of research about these. Finally, we use two useful software to
help us achieve our project. One is Autodesk 3Ds Max that is used to modify the 3D
models such as the textures, the export format, etc. Another one is Marvelous
Designer that is a software create the 3D human body and it can create a garment and
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drape it onto 3D forms with a high-fidelity simulation that including the physical
properties and fabric textures easily.

4.1 Setting up the size charts of clothes

In an apparel shore, there are many size of clothes, so the first step is setting the
particular size charts of clothes to match different size of body size. Because of our
virtual dressing room is a membership system, we will measure and record user body
size such as chest, arm, waist, hip, inseam length, etc. And then provide a suggestion
of size to our users according to their body size.
S

M

L

XL

XXL

Chest (cm)

83-88

89-94

95-100

101-106

107-112

Arm
Length
(cm)

76.5-78

79-80.5

81.5-83

84-85.5

86.5-88

Waist (cm)

73-78

79-84

85-90

91-96

97-102

Hip (cm)

85-90

91-96

97-102

103-108

109-114

Inseam
(cm)

78-79

80-81

82-83

84-85

86-87

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Chest (cm)

81-84

85-88

89-92

93-96

97-100

Arm
Length
(cm)

72

73

74

75

76

Waist (cm)

65-68

69-72

73-76

77-80

81-84

Hip (cm)

90-93

94-97

98-101

102-105

106-109

Inseam
(cm)

74

75

76

77

78

Figure 4-2 Men's T-shirt size charts

Figure 4-3 Women's T-shirt size charts
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4.2 Design the pattern of clothes

There are many type of clothes such as long-sleeved, short-sleeved, dress, T-shirt, etc.
in one apparel shore. So we draw some blueprint of clothes that can make the creation
of the clothes easier.

Figure 4-4 the blueprint of Men's long-sleeved clothing

Figure 4-5 the blueprint of Men's short-sleeved clothing

4.3 Pattern Making

When we finish the basic design of the clothes (draw out the pattern of the clothes in
paper). Creation of a virtual clothing needs to make some pattern as same as making
real clothing. So we must measure the scales of the clothes and draw out the patterns
by using Adobe Photoshop.
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Figure 4-6 drawing the pattern by using Adobe Photoshop

When we create a new plate surface and need to draw the pattern like the one in
Adobe Photoshop (figure4.6) in Marvelous Designer. And modify the scale of the
patterns because it might cause some discrepancy of scale during the copy the patterns.

Figure 4-7 Pattern Making in Marvelous Designer
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4.4 Creating the 3D human models

When a user register our system, we will take one set of photos of the user. We record
some data about the size of user’s body. And using Marvelous Designer to build up
the 3D human model and set up the parameters of human body according to the user.

Figure 4-8 the 3D human model

In this project, we just create three 3D human models for our testing. One of them is
quite fat comparatively and we need to adjust the parameters of the model. It is shown
as the following picture.

Figure 4-9 the fatter 3D human model
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4.5 Setting up a T-pose for the 3D human models

In order to coordinate with the operating of Kinect detection of human action. The
pose of human models before entering to the Unity scene must be T-pose. Therefore
we need to create the T-pose and save it for the human and clothes models.

Figure 4-10 adjusting the model to be T-pose

Figure 4-11adjusting the model to be T-pose
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4.6 Creating Seam

Next step is create Seam, it is use to connect two edges of the clothes by a set of lines
part by part. It is important that which part should connect to which part.

Figure 4-12 finish the connection of seams

4.7 Matching the patterns to the human model

There are many parts of pattern and we match them to human model part by part. It
can let the simulation of the cloth be more accurate. And in this step, we can check
the connection of the seams whether it is right or not.

Figure 4-13 match the pattern to the human model
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4.8 Beautify the cloth

We download some funny pictures that are legitimate to modify in the internet. And
then we use them to make some textures, patterns or logos to the cloth that you like.
Then modify the properties such as the colour, material and physical property.

Figure 4-14 the interface of property editor

Figure 4-15 add the texture to the clothing
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4.9 Cloth Simulation

Marvelous Designer is prominent in the cloth simulation part and many games and
cartoon movies also use Marvelous Designer for making clothing part. Therefore we
select this software to make our virtual clothes. After matching and combine model
and cloth patterns, we push the “simulate” button and do the clothes simulation.

Figure 4-16 doing the cloth simulation

After the cloth simulation, it maybe not very good because the positions of patterns
shift and not match to the point of human model. So we push the shift point to fix it
manually.

Figure 4-17 pushing the shift point
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Figure 4-18 finish the cloth simulation

4.10 Optimizing the garment and creating different type of garment

In our project, our garment can divides into female and male part. For female part, we
focus on dresses mainly, and for male, we provide long/short t-shirt, shorts, formal
shirt and jacket. Therefore, different type of clothes have different method to create.
For creating dresses, we just using some simple pattern to create.

Figure 4-19 Dress model 1 and its pattern
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Adding some special design just like using a circle pattern to make the dress more
fashion and beautiful. And we need create some seam to join two edge between the
dress and circles.

Figure 4-20 Dress model 2 by using circle pattern to join the dress

Figure 4-21 Dress model 3 by using more circle patterns to join the dress

Or we can use some irregular sharp pattern and adding some textures to the patterns,
and it will be different and have some special effect to the clothes. Just like the
following figure 4.22.
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Figure 4-22 Dress model 4 by using irregular sharp pattern to join the dress

The pants is using four pattern and one rectangle pattern to combine together and long
pant just modify the four pattern and increase their scales.

Figure 4-23 red short pants model and its pattern

Figure 4-24 Nike black long sport pants model and its pattern
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Some detail of shirt is difficult to design and handle such as the collar, cuffs, buttons,
etc. just like the figures 4.25 to For example, the cuffs we should draw the internal
pattern on the sleeve and an external pattern and connect them by using seam point by
point.

Figure 4-25 cuffs pattern

Figure 4-26 simulating cuffs

Figure 4-27 simulating buttons
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Figure 4-28 simulating collar

Figure 4-29 simulating hoodies

4.11 Export the models

Due to create a Biped Skeleton, we must separate the model into two parts. One is
human model and another part is clothing model. Then import them to AutoDesk 3Ds
Max.
There are two Obj. file in 3Ds Max and it sometime will lose the textures of the
models. So now we add the textures back to the models.
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Figure 4-30 human model and clothing model without textures

After export the models from Marvelous Designer, the texture of clothing is saved as
many images. Then we set the pictures to be materials and add them to become the
texture of the clothing again.

Figure 4-31 the images of texture of clothing model

Figure 4-32 the interface of material editor
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And next step is moving the cloth model to fit the human model. (The human model
can't penetrate the mesh of clothing model.)

Figure 4-33 four viewports of models

In Unity, models in FBX format is easy to control with Kinect SDK. FBX format and
it has an advantage that can save all the textures of many Obj. format into one FBX.
Therefore, the last step is exporting them in FBX format to Unity.
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CHAPTER 5. Testing and Evaluation

In testing part, we use two software to create the garments that are 3Ds Max and
Marvelous Designer respectively, and then we compare the reslt and the realism of the
cloth. We find that the garment made by Marvelous Designer is better than 3Ds Max.
In figure 5.1 and 5.2, we can see the dressing in figure 5.2 is more beautiful and it is
the easier way compare with figure 5.1 to create garments. I think Marvelous
Designer is a specialized software of making garments, and 3Ds Max is used to
modify the 3D model. So we choose Marvelous Designer to create our virtual
garments.

Figure 5-1 the dressing made by 3Ds Max

Figure 5-2 the dressing made by Marvelous Designer

Then we put the FBX file of many set of cloth with different size to Unity to test.
Seven sets of garment that including 4 men’s garments and 3 women’s dressing, are
used to test in our virtual dressing room system.
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Figure 5-3 the font view of model of men's XL size sleeveless garment

Figure 5-4 the side view of model of men's XL size sleeveless garment

Figure 5-5 the font view of model of men's L size long-sleeved garment
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Figure 5-6 the side view of model of men's L size long-sleeved garment

Figure 5-7 the font view of model of women's M size dressing

Figure 5-8 the side view of model of women's M size dressing

From figure 5.3 to 5.8, we can see different size of cloth models is fitting to different
size of human models. And the textures of clothing also can show on Unity
completely.
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After adding the physical collider to the clothing model, and then test with our Virtual
Dressing Room system. In following figure 5.7 and 5.8, we can see the result of
clothing models is not bad. They are not penetrable and ragged with swing as the user
moves his body.

Figure 5-9 testing with model of men's XL size short-sleeved garment

Figure 5-10 testing with model of men's L size short-sleeved garment
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CHAPTER 6. Discussion

Before this project, we don’t have enough related knowledge about the 3D models
and we never study in cloth making part. Just like the pattern making that is an
important part for clothing. At first, we try a lot in the pattern making part and then
understand the abstract.

Figure 6-1 the wrong short-sleeved garment pattern

Figure 6-2 the right short-sleeved garment pattern

Our initial short-sleeved garment pattern is shown as figure 6.1 and after cloth
simulation, the garment is unnatural and tight. Therefore, we do some adjusting and
separate out more parts just like figure 6.2. Finally, the result is good and fit to the
human model.
But there is a short that we have not enough different styles, patterns, fashion
garments. And the materials of clothing such as cotton, leather, jersey, etc. we can’t
perform in our project because we do not have enough time to set the parameter of
material property. It seems that users do not have many choices. In the future, we will
design more different style garments and we could have done better hopefully more of
the former.
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CHAPTER 7. Ethics and Professional Conduct

Here we emphasize, for ethics and professional conduct, all our related works,
research, and code have been marked by reference. In our project, we have used 3Ds
MAX2014, 2016 (education version) [], MAYA 2016 (education version) [], 123D
catch (Free), Mesh Mixer (Free), MarvelousDesigner5 Personal (30 Days Trial
version) [], unity 3d Personal edition (Free). With proper authorization of all software,
we will show all the licenses of the software.

For user database, we will set up an antivirus software and security system to
protect the user database because it stores a lot of personal data inside. We will
maintain and upgrade the database periodically that can guarantee the data to be
safety and not steal with criminals.
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CHAPTER 8. Conclusion and Feeling
8.1 Feeling

At first, we are no ideas for the final year project and we see some video in
Youtube about dressing room. Then one group member propose the virtual dressing
room idea randomly. We feel this topic is quite interesting and we decide to use this
topic for our final year project. Since we never study about 3D modelling and
production method of cloth before, we do a lot of researches and want to get some
useful and related information for our FYP. In the beginning, we realize the difficulty
of this project and try many many times. Under professor Zhang’s guidance and
suggestions, we get some directions to start.

In this project, we understand that nothing is impossible. We spend a lot of
time and try our best to finish the project because it is our last project in the
University. Thanks to my two group mate, it can’t finish without them. Besides
teamwork, one successful project should include planning, studying and
implementation. Hope this can be the perfect full stop in my university time.

8.2 Summary

In our project, the main goa is help customer find out their fitting garments
and save their valuable time. Our system can find the suitable size to fit out different
size of user’s body according to the data that record in database. It can save the time
of wearing and find the suitable size. Besides, nowadays everyone is seeking for fast
and convenience. In a dressing room, the quality of garments is very important and it
can decide customers buy or not directly. So in the virtual garment part, we try our
best to achieve the high quality of virtual garment. And we design many different
styles, types of garment for user. In the future, we have many ideas to improve the
system.

8.3 Future Work

Now our project is just the part of our thinking, because of the time and lack
of resources, we still have so many things want to do and implement. So we will list
some of the future work here:

1) Build a user database, as we have mentioned, we didn’t build a database to store
the user data, such as user id, password and height, etc. , so a user database will be
the first one we want to do in the future. Not only for saving the account
information, also store the body measurement of the user, because we will
measure the user body size for the clothes, so we need to store the body
measurement and we will do the measurement again after a period of time. To
stay accurate with the user body, and perform a better service to the user.
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2) Cloth database, beside the user database, we also want to build a clothes database,
to store all kind of clothes data (colour, pattern, picture, size, material, etc.),
because to perform a better structure of dressing room, we must be very
responsive about some question from the user, such as ‘what kind of material is
this?’, ‘what colour does this cloth have?’, something like this. So if we build a
cloth database, we can refer to the data in the database and provide the
information to the user before they ask these kind of ‘question’.
3) Perform the cloth simulation automatically. For now, we need to perform the cloth
simulation manually, it take us a lot of time. Indeed we can do it automatically by
programming instead, we can use C# to build the collider for the model, if we can
use C# to do this. It will save a lot of work, and the cloth simulation with be still
very realism.

4) More type of clothes, obviously the amount of clothes in our project now, is not so
much. Indeed, we have built a lot of other clothes but we didn’t have time to build
up all of them in unity3d. For future work, we want to build some child clothes
and baby clothes, to fit all kind of people and no matter how old is he/she, they
can also use our virtual dressing room.
5) Add the QR code component to our system. QR code is a machine readable
optical label that user can access information easily. Now, there are many free QR
scanner apps that can download in play store or app store. We will provide the
user account inquiry. Users just use mobile phone to scan the QR code to check on
their account. It allows user to check what they bought, update their personal
information and download their photo that take in the virtual dressing room.
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CHAPTER 9. Other Topic

During the implementation, we found out that Kinetic very powerful, it can
perform in many other topic, so we want to talk some of them here.
1) Kinect Fusion: performing 3d object scanning of the environment using
Kinect in Windows. The user can put something in front of the Kinect or just put the
Kinect steadily. Kinect will scan the scene and build a detail 3d model.

Figure 9-1 Kinect Fusion. (Capture from [15])

2) Depth data of kinect: Kinect can perform the depth data of the scene and
record the movement. So the depth data is very useful, 3-d video representation is one
of them. By some researching, by using the depth map, it can produce some 3-d video.

Figure 8.2Perform 3d video by using depth map. (Capture from [16])
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CHAPTER 11.

For implement our project we need:

Appendix

1) Computer with Windows7 or 8.
2) Kinect sensor I

3) Kinect SDK 1.8

4) Kinect developer toolkit

5) Unity 3d Personal edition (Free)

6) Marvelous Designer5 Personal (30 Days Trial version)

Figure 11-1 MarvelousDesigner5 trial

4) MeshMixer (Free)
5) 123D catch (Free)

6) MAYA 2016(education version)

Figure 11-2 MAYA2016 education version license
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7) 3Ds MAX2014

Figure 11-3 3DS MAX 2014 education version license
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